International Socialist League
BOYCOTT THE BOSSES REFERENDUM
All immigrants are welcome we one
working class
Unite European and British workers
Solidarity with French workers
•
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•
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This referendum was not called by workers.
Leave or Remain camps are about defending profits and
London’s financial centre.
Both sides attack workers here and Europe and want to
annihilate workers rights.
Casualisation and zero hour contracts are becoming the
European norm – affecting two million UK workers and rising.
The racist war against immigrants is worsening across Europe.
Cameron’s deal with the EU is about creating xenophobic
divisions between European and British workers.

Both Tory Yes and Tory No support accelerating NHS privatisation
and privatising   education and public services. Both attack the
rights of immigrants, both will cut wages and conditions, both will
In or Out billionaire Mike
Ashley Sports Direct boss
and the like pay below the
minimum wages and instil
fear and suffering in the
work place.

London the “Most corrupt place
on Earth” says anti mafia writer
Roberto Saviano, “what is
corrupt is the financial capital.
Ninety per cent of the owners
of capital in London have their
headquarters offshore.”

limit the right to strike, both will brutally attack the unemployed by
making it harder to claim benefits.  They only differ in how to do it!
Yes and No want London’s financial centres to continue as
the centre of world exploitation. And both sides will ensure the

existence of unregulated off shore accounts.
The Labour leadership says workers are better off in Europe
– where attacks on workers continue unabated. Look at Greece,
Spain, Ireland and Portugal and the huge increase in unemployment
and precariousness.
Defenders of the NO, like Socialist Party, are not calling for full
rights for immigrants but use left words against capitalism.
The working class in France is in the vanguard, with sectors
of industrial workers such as ports, oil, energy and nuclear power
stations and transport. In addition there are local strikes in many
other sectors (trade, construction, industry, post, cultural and
health). 19 May, brought together
100,000s of people, night rallies
International
Socialist
(“Nuit Debout”) are mobilising
League call on all unions,
young people and blockades
social
movements
and
being
built all across France.
the left to build solidarity
The French are showing
action with the French strike
us that only a mass workers
movement. Internationalism
mobilisation on the streets will
means action on the streets
end austerity – European and
or it means nothing at all.
British.
Only
a
mass
workers
movement for socialism will put an end to reactionary governments
and the EU
International Socialist League defends the oppressed new semicolonies like Greece and Ireland to leave the EU. We do not support
either side of this ruling class referendum.
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